in Kobe.
There can be nothing but praise for the marvellous job which our Japanese colleagues are doing. The committee, under the able Chairmanship of Professor Tsuchiya and with the boundless energy and enthusiasm of our Secretary-General, Doctor Seishi Sawamura, has identified an excellent site and created an efficient organization to ensure the success of the Congress in every aspect. Our visit to Kobe was accompanied by pleasant and interesting meetings with the Provincial Governor and the Lord Mayor, both of whom have generously promised their support for our meeting. An extremely high level of social awareness in respect of the disabled is generally evident in Japan, and particularly in Kobe. The facilities of the Congress Centre are first-class, probably better than any we have previously used, with an excellent Exhibition Area. The exhibition itself is being actively promoted by our friends in Interbor, and is under the management of Mr. Kawamura. The Congress Hotel, the Portopia, is immediately adjacent and can only be described as De Luxe with large, beautifully appointed rooms. The venue is ideal in every respect.
So far as the World Congress is concerned, plans are well advanced, everything is on schedule, and the second announcement, with detailed programme, should be in members' hands before the end of the year, All that is now required to ensure success is a good attendance by the membership. Before our visit both of us were apprehensive about costs in Japan, having heard the familiar horror stones! We were so astonished at the actuality that we felt it important to share our feeling about prices with members.
Accommodation prices in Kobe do not appear high by any standard. A single room in the Portopia, which is a luxury hotel, is, at the rate arranged by our Congress organizers, about US $90 per night. We also had pointed out to us nice, simple hotels in Kobe, where a room with bath and WC is less than $40. In the immediate vicinity of the Congress Centre are many small restaurants where a simple Japanese meal costs between $5 and $8. All of these restaurants either had illustrations of, or, more often, the dishes themselves displayed outside with the cost clearly indicated. Taxis for local journeys did not seem to be expensive. (The fantastic taxi fares frequently quoted for the journey fSom the Airport to Tokyo should be viewed against the journey time of about 90 minutes!) However, public transport (e.g. underground train) is good, cheap, clean, widespread and easy to usealso for the disabled, and very safe, as is the rest of Kobe.
All of this says nothing about the charm and interest of the country, the excellent service provided without thought of gratuity, or perhaps most of all, the hospitality of the people. Following this report we publish an extract from an exchange of correspondence between two of our members.
We believe it bears out our impressionsit may even be generous in its estimates. Our advice is to make realistic estimates of your likely cost. Travel obviously vanes, depending on where you are sited, but good packages are available. We think this venue may be less expensive than most we have previously used! "Regarding costs, I hope I can give you a more realistic idea of the situation here. The person who quoted you figures of $175 for a cab fare and $1,000 for a hotel room must have had a wonderful time during his stay. Tokyo and Kobe are expensive cities by international standards, but there is no necessity for spending those sums. It is certainly possible to spend $175 riding by taxi from Narita Airport into Tokyo, but there is also an excellent limousine bus service running every 20-30 minutes for less than $20. By the same token, it is easily possible to spend $1, OOO or more per night for a luxurious hotel suite, but a realistic estimation of average room rates would run from $35 to $150 for a single room, slighty higher for a double. Meals would run as follows: breakfast: $5-10, lunch: $5-15, dinner: $10-20. It would be a good idea to encourage people to eat at restaurants outside of the hotels as much as possible as those inside tend to be expensive, as they do in any country.
Your third request, regarding the cost of "a night on the town", is much more difficult. It would, of course, depend on one's idea of a night on the town. An individual of modest means could have a hamburger and watch a movie for under $15, while a true man of the world could easily spend thousands of dollars in some of the city's geisha clubs. The rest of us fall somewhere in-between, so I've outlined some basic costs below and hope they prove useful:
Movie admission: Disco:
Drinks:
$5-15 $15-20 (usually includes one drink, snacks)
Beer -$5, mixed drinks,
Regarding clubs, good advice would be to go with a Japanese guide or friend, since substantial cover charges exist in some which are not always announced. In summary, as in most of the world's major cities, one really does not have to spend a lot of money to enjoy oneself. Complete details regarding social and accompanying persons' programmes will be available in the Final Programme to be published in early September."
We hope that with the support of the membership, our krst World Congress in Asia will be a truly memorable event.
John Hughes President
Willem Eisma President-Elect
